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ABSTRACT

terms[24, 25]. The principle of parsimony, an important criterion
for evaluating the quality of theories (e.g., as exemplified by Occam’s Razor) mandates that we minimize the number of definitions
(terms) used in a given theory[1, 20].
Conventional methods for parsimony analysis in theory construction are based on the heuristic approaches[20, 25]. However,
although the young researchers are trained by mentors who are
familiar with accepted views in that area, it is not always easy for
them to understand the theoretical work in the given areas because
of the problem of “tacit knowledge”[1, 14, 24, 25]. It can be difficult
to try to acquire a sense of understanding in another theoretical
area, and the challenge of how to interpret specific vague or ambiguous terminologies inside the information often makes results
lack coherence and logical integrity.
To help with this problem, we propose a computational framework using Google Cloud Platform and semantic textual similarity
analysis models to facilitate the parsimonious approach of theory
construction[11, 31]. As shown in Figure 1, the proposed approach
consists of three components: (1) Sociology theories were modularized and constructed with the cloud-based tools provided by
our platform. (2) Definitions in theories were pre-processed, then
encoded with Transformer-based Universal Sentence Encoder. (3)
Cosine similarity and K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) algorithms were
employed to calculate the semantic similarity of definitions and
further reduce the redundant definitions for theory construction.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to systematically
apply cloud-based modularized theory construction with semanticbased parsimony analysis by using neural embedding and machine
learning model.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) We propose a computational framework for theory modularization and
theory construction. (2) We prove the effectiveness of using embedding models on the semantic similarities of sociological definitions.
(3) Additionally, we experiment with textual similarity measurement (cosine similarity) and similarity prediction (KNN) in which
the result achieves an accuracy of 81.69%. The results of this study
can be further applied to the theory construction of psychology,
criminology, and other social sciences.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
the related work. Section 3 describes the proposed cloud-based platform and embedding-based semantic analysis method. Evaluation
results and discussions are presented in Section 4. The conclusion
is in the last section.

In the social sciences, theory construction refers to the research
process of building testable scientific theories to explain and predict
observed phenomena in the natural world. Terms represent the theories’ concepts or ideas and their meanings are explicated in their
definitions. The principle of parsimony, an important criterion for
evaluating the quality of theories (e.g., as exemplified by Occam’s
Razor) mandates that we minimize the number of definitions (terms)
used in a given theory. Conventional methods for parsimony analysis in theory construction are based on the heuristic approaches.
However, it is not always easy for young researchers to understand
the theoretical work in a given area because of the problem of “tacit
knowledge”, which often makes results lack coherence and logical
integrity. Therefore, we propose a generic knowledge aggregation
framework to facilitate the parsimonious approach of theory construction with a cloud-based theory modularization platform and
semantic-based algorithms to minimize the number of definitions.
The proposed approach is demonstrated and evaluated using the
modularized theories from the database and sociological definitions
retrieved from the system lexicon and sociological literature. The
experiment results showed that the proposed approach achieves
the precision of 82%, recall of 82% and accuracy of 81.69%. This
study proves the effectiveness of using cloud-based knowledge aggregation system and semantic analysis models for promoting the
parsimonious sociology theory construction.
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INTRODUCTION

In the social sciences, theories are used to explain and predict observed phenomena in the natural world[25]. Theory construction is
the process of building theories to strict specifications with respect
to the clarity of their concepts or ideas through the definitions of
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Figure 2: Schematic Illustration

predicts the occurrence of certain events. Terms, statements, arguments and scope conditions are the four fundamental components
in any good scientific theories. Terms are used to build statements;
statements are used to build arguments; arguments apply under a
set of scope conditions. [1, 24, 25]. In a theory, terms are carefully
chosen by the theorist to convey ideas or concepts, and their meanings are clearly implicated in the definitions[20, 24, 25]. Parsimony
favors the use of relatively few definitions (terms), rather than
creating new ones when the user goes to add the new definitions.
For example, consider the following two definitions for the term
“denomination“ extracted from the Blackwell Encyclopedia of Sociology. D1: a church, independent of the state, that recognizes
religious pluralism. D2: a brand name within a major religion; for
example, Methodist or Baptist. If D1 were in the theory already
and the sociologist plans to add a new definition D2, he should
determine whether D2 is in the theory or is similar to D1. If either
is the case, only D1 should be used instead of adding D2.
In recent years, many word embeddings and sentence embeddings have demonstrated the outstanding performances for language models on a wide spectrum of natural language understanding applications[3–6, 11]. Especially, deep neural language models
have demonstrated the efficacy by training with large corpora, such
as Wikipedia, Google News, and 1 Billion Word Benchmark followed by fine-tuning dataset and achieved state-of-the-art results
in semantic similarity related tasks[10, 12, 27]. Considering the
excellent performance on representing the semantic similarities
of textual snippets, the sociological definitions in our study are
embedded with Transformer-based Universal Sentence Encoder in
[12].

Figure 1: Parsimonious Theory Construction Workflow

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Theory Modularization
A theory uses clearly defined terms in propositions that are amenable
to the application of logical calculi [16, 19, 24]. Terms can be from
natural language, and logical forms can be simple as “If x, then y.”
Various branches of mathematics, logic and simulation programming [29] have successfully provided operators and frameworks
for some of our theories.
The concept of modularization is critical to theory construction.
Generally, a module is a self-contained assemblage of elements that
behave as a unit within a larger system. Cornforth and Green [14]
described the nature and benefits of modularization, from genetics
to social networks to manufacturing. These ideas apply readily
to theories [15, 17, 24–26]. Figure 2 is a schematic illustration of
two simple theory modules, each with two propositions (e.g., “The
greater the A, then the greater the B.”) and a logical derivation.
The modules intersect at B. Logically conjoining the intersecting
statements integrates Module 1 and Module 2, yielding A -> Y,
a derived proposition unavailable from either module alone. The
ability to facilitate integrations is central to Wikitheoria. Building
a new and more specialized theory tying A to Y only would have
increased the complexity of the knowledge base without actually
contributing anything new. Theory modularization offers a novel
approach to guiding empirical applications and to solving complex
real-world problems: A user is able to withdraw modules from the
Wikitheoria library on an as-needed basis, integrate them for the
purpose at hand, and thus build a customized applied theory.

2.2

3

PROPOSED APPROACH

In this section, we specify the details of cloud-based modularized
theory construction and we outline the details of the methodology
used to perform our parsimony analysis. The system architecture
of our proposed system is illustrated in Figure 3. To promote the
theoretically-driven research, Wikitheoria was built with various
subsystems such as modularized theory construction system, user
management system, email system, peer-review system, ratings
and incentive system, etc. In the following subsections, our focuses
are on modularized theory construction and parsimony analysis.

Parsimony Analysis

When applied to specific empirical cases, a successful theory is
one that describes relationships among phenomena, explains and
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components. For example, in Figure 3, the theory “Social Identity
Model of Collective Action (SIMA)” is constructed using theory
title, key words, metatheory, terms and definitions, propositions,
derivations, scope conditions and evidence.
As illustrated in Figure 4, the HTTP requests sent from devices
are accepted and processed by the application. The various services
such as parsimony analysis, email, account, datastore and blobstore,
etc. communicates with system backend through RESTful APIs. We
implement the proposed framework with Python, Jinja2 framework
and web related technologies such as HTML, JavaScript and jQuery
libraries[31] to handle the web related logics. For the parsimony
analysis, we encode the sentence definitions with Tensorflow Hub
and Keras[2, 21], then train the classifier with Scikit-learn[30].
The proposed application utilizes Google App Engine (GAE), a
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) platform[31], which offers important
advantages for this application. (1) Google handles security, bandwidth, server space, certain administrative functions, and more.
(2) The scale is a non-issue, as the App Engine would transparently duplicate our web application across multiple servers if usage
ever exceeds capacity. (3) The App Engine provides access to Object Relational Model (ORM) on top of Google’s BigTable database
implementation. The latter was designed for rapid location and
fetching of documents, in contrast with relational databases optimized for complex queries, making it ideal for Wikitheoria. (4)
We use Google accounts and other services, thus leveraging web
functions with which most users are familiar already.

Figure 3: Modularizrd Theory Module on Wikitheoria

3.2

Parsimony Analysis with Semantic
Evaluation

Textual similarity metrics detect similarities between the two definition. To minimize the redundant sociological definition and optimize our model, we spent considerable effort on definition encoding
and semantic similarity experiments[8, 9, 12, 18, 23, 28, 33].
Before applying the feature analysis, the pre-processing methods
include definition tokenization, removing stop words and converting all words to lowercase were applied to all the sociological definitions. The definition tokenization utilized the TreeBank tokenizer
implemented in the NLTK toolkit[8].
The Universal Sentence Encoder mixed an unsupervised task
using a large corpus together showed a significant improvement by
leveraging the attention-based Transformer architecture[12]. In our
experiment, each definition was transformed into a 512 dimensional
sentence vector. With the Transformer encoded embedding output,
we computed the distance of two definition vector (u and v) with
the kernel function show below and KNN algorithm.
Cosine Distance[13] between two vectors u and v is defined as
u ·v
(1)
sim = 1 −
∥u ∥ 2 ∥v ∥ 2
To find the potential redundant definition, we employed an approach with KNN model [7]. The model was implemented with
Scikit-learn[30], which computes the cosine distance from every
definition in the lexicon, keeping track of the “most similar definition so far”. It has a running time of O(dN) where N is the cardinality
of S and d is the dimensionality of u and v, where d equals to 512.
The quality and correctness of the proposed method is evaluated
as 1) True positive (TP), the number of correct predictions on “same

Figure 4: Wikitheoria Platform Infrastructure

3.1

Cloud-based Theory Modularization

Wikitheoria is a cloud-based application which could be accessed
with smart phones and computers. With the help of Wikitheoria,
a theory is modularized and constructed with several essential
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Table 1: The KNN with Different Values of k

concept”; 2) True negative (TN), the number of correct predictions
on “different concept”; 3) False positive (FP), the number of wrong
predictions on “same concept”; 4) False negative (FN), the number of
wrong predictions on “different concept”. The precision(2), recall(3)
and accuracy (5) were used to evaluate the semantic similarity
measurement.
TP
TP + FP
TP
Recall =
TP + FN
Precision
F − measure = 2 ∗
Precision + Recall
TP +TN
Accuracy =
TP + T N + FP + FN
Precision =
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No. of Neighbors

Recall

F-measure

0.79
0.80
0.81
0.82
0.82
0.82

0.79
0.80
0.80
0.82
0.82
0.82

0.78
0.80
0.79
0.82
0.82
0.82

k=2
k=3
k=4
k=5
k=6
k=7

(2)
(3)

Accuracy
0.7857
0.8035
0.7991
0.8169
0.8169
0.8169

(4)

Table 2: The performance of KNN by category, k = 5

(5)

Precision

Recall

0.85
0.78
0.82

0.81
0.82
0.82

0 (different concept)
1 (same concept)
Average

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This study seeks to identify semantically similar sociological definitions with binary classification. To evaluate the performance of the
proposed approach, we extracted over 4000 sociological definitions
from system lexicon and sociological books. These definitions were
paired according to their semantic similarities, then evaluated by
sociologists with two categories: 1 (same concept) and 0 (different
concept).
The evaluation of the proposed approach was performed using
10-fold cross-validation[22, 32] over 2235 definition pairs, including
959 positive samples and 1276 negative samples. The final result
was calculated by averaging the results of each fold.
Table 1 presents the performance of KNN on the sociological
definition data when different values of k (number of neighbors) are
considered. It can be found that the value of k doesn’t significantly
affect the classifier’s precision, recall, and accuracy. KNN model
achieves the best performance with k = 5.
Comparing with both categories, the prediction performance
on “same concept” is more important since it indicates whether
the semantically similar sociological definitions can be detected. In
Table 2, it shows the precision, which indicates the ratio of number
of correct predictions on “same concept” in the total number of
correct and wrong predictions on “same concept” is 78%. With the
recall on “same concept”, 82% of the “same concept” definitions
are detected from all the “same concept” definitions in the dataset.
Considering the overall performance on both categories, the best
prediction accuracy is 81.69%.
As shown in Table 1 and Table 2, the performance of Transformer embedded sociological definitions with KNN model is an
effective model for evaluating the semantic similarities of sociological definitions. The experiment results indicate that the proposed
cloud-based theory modularization and embedding-based semantic
analysis obtained the strong performance on recall, precision and
accuracy for promoting the parsimonious theory construction.

5

Precision

Overall Accuracy

F-measure
0.83
0.80
0.82

0.8169

cloud-based modularized theory construction with semantic-based
parsimony analysis by using neural embedding and machine learning model.
Our results demonstrated the effectiveness of using cloud-based
knowledge aggregation system and semantic analysis models for
promoting the parsimonious sociology theory construction. The
proposed approach achieves the precision of 82%, recall of 82% and
accuracy of 81.69%. The proposed platform is fully implemented
and publicly accessible via (https://www.wikitheoria.com). Theory
construction is a common research process in a lot of human sciencerelated disciplines such as psychology, criminology, and other social
sciences. The results of this study can be further applied to the
theory construction in these disciplines.
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